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Originally derived from the offshore setups that bootlegged transmissions from rigs and boats throughout the seas, Pirate radio spread unlicensed broadcasts directly to listeners back on land. Famously, stations like Radio Caroline and Radio London – the latter of which gave the infamous John Peel his radio break – sprung up throughout the 1960s. Although many of the Pirate originators reconstitute the image of Bohemian flower children rebelling against the systematic repression of culture by governments disinterested in peace, free love, and music, they paved way for the future urban movements of the late-80s and 90s. These successive rejuvenations of Pirate radio underpinned the British rave scene. As Rock and Psychedelia had done in the 60s, the foundations of Drum and Bass took hold within sentiments of social disillusionment on behalf of an increasingly disenfranchised youth. Pirate radio steadied the ship. It offered young people the ability to dictate their terms. There would be no censorship, no curfew. Just a channel through which they could forge their future; the ability to express their passion.

In-turn, Pirate radio popularised many underground genres during the end of the 20th century. In an age before streaming platforms, it represented the core of many dance movements. At first, traditional mainstream stations largely avoided the underground sound in favour of Britpop and Alt-Rock. Yet Pirate radio nurtured genres like jungle and garage towards their commercial success. Dedicated stations popped up throughout the country but were mainly concentrated across London – their aerials broadcasting from the tops of tower blocks to reach far and wide, fixtures of the concrete jungle. Pirate networks also propelled the nightlife. For instance, Kool FM was instrumental in promoting ‘Jungle Fever’ during the early-90s. These stations provided DJs with a place to hone their skills, with the aforementioned Kool hosting Brockie, Ron, and Bryan Gee. Other notable starts include Randall and Kenny Ken on Centreforce and Ed Rush on Don FM. Alongside record stores, Pirate radio quickly became deeply ingrained with the identity of Drum and Bass and underground music.

As Pirate stations grew into fixtures of community culture, they faced a more demanding paradox. Most were still operating illegally, criticised for their bandwidth interference, and thus faced being shut down by the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), the Radio Authority and its successor, Ofcom. As such, some stations left their Pirate roots behind and applied for broadcast licences. Kiss FM became the first legal radio station dedicated to dance music when it relaunched in 1990. The regulatory authorities later introduced a scheme to help support local stations with a specific audience and a perceived positive-social impact through the ‘Community Radio’ program. One of the most prominent is London’s Rinse FM, instrumental in the development of Dubstep and Grime through its own label, which gained a license in 2010.

There has, in the recent past, been talk of a “digital switchover” of radio in the UK. This is similar to the process which phased out analogue television in Britain between 2007 and 2012. According to RAJAR – the agency responsible for measuring radio audiences – only 44% of British radio listeners still use analogue in 2019. It only took a year for this figure to fall from 50%. Additionally, the analogue system is restricted by frequency, whilst digital radio minimises the bit rate of transmissions to allow more stations to be broadcast. Consequently, the proposal to digitalise radio has experienced a boost in support. Although nothing has yet been cemented, the digitalisation of radio is inevitable as the UK modernises. The FM pirate broadcasts will soon be no more.

But hope is not lost. Ironically, part of the process that kills off analogue radio is promising to be the saviour of its stations. Many have made the transition to concurrently broadcast online. In 2006 Rinse began broadcasting online, and Kool FM relaunched online as Kool London in 2010. A paper published back in 2009 suggested that although online radio stations had been around since the mid-1990s, they lacked any real listener base. This was plausibly based upon a lack of familiarity with the medium and a low affinity with radio listening. However, as generations have grown up with the internet, our online presence and competence has increased. Alongside this transfer to the internet, a new wave of stations firmly rooted in their online presence have magnetised followers. Stations like Balamii, Reprezent, and NTS have established incredible reputations for themselves.

Through these, it appears the essence of Pirate radio is still very much alive. The DIY attitude that drove Pirate reflects how the spirit of music in the UK is still deeply rooted in the underground, even if the music itself is becoming more popular. Balamii recently started their own booking agency, whilst Reprezent has worked closely with Lovebox to broadcast the festival and establish a free training initiative to develop talent in the local community. Using the internet means that stations are no longer restricted by location. They can transmit to a global audience. Archived programming means their content creators can build catalogues of work uploaded to sites like Soundcloud and Mixcloud. The integration of social media into this model has boosted popularity, and the option to broadcast to sites likes Facebook maintains interaction between creators and their audience.

Although the dial may soon be dead, pirate radio won’t be. Perhaps no longer pirate in nature, the self-reliant mentality that has proven to support the medium time and time again has driven it to develop into the age of the Internet. The homespun ethic is still fuelling young creatives to this day. The future is more than bright for radio in the UK. Internet broadcasting has re-affirmed that music is for the people. The ability to dictate your own broadcasts and show love to what you’re passionate about keeps scenes alive and fruitful. It allows artists to gain exposure and develop their sound and empowers them to forge careers for themselves.
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We here in Hungary completely left out of this pirate radio movement and here we hardly understand the fanfare and buzz around them - including myself. Despite of in the late 1980s and early 1990s there were a pirate radiostation called Tilos Rádió which broadcasted pirately in order to force media pluralism (at that time the state had a quasi monopoly in broadcasting) but this Tilos Rádió never reached a very wide audience: it was an FM station in Budapest and it hadn't extended its coverage to the countryside. It reached its goal but not alone: the public also wanted media pluralism during the transformative years of the 1990s as the socialist regime fell. But the public wanted alot of political/economical/social changes too, so, this media pluralism and a transparent mechanism for licensing radiostations fell into this general picture and it is not the merit of Tilos Rádió itself. The precondition of participating in the first frequency distribution was to make a media law and establish a body awarding the frequencies and another interesting condition was set: those radio couldn't participate whose broadcasts illegally during the frequency awarding procedure. It means that Tilos Rádió had to finish its illegal broadcasts to get a chense to participate in the frequency awarding procedure. Tilos accepted it - it had no other choice - and won a frequency.
Since then Tilos Rádió have its own frequency in the category of Community Radio issued by the media authority and the Tilos have to renew it from time to time as everyone else.
I admit that since we had no pirate radio culture but we had Radio Free Europe (it was a licensed and registered broadcasting station but it was forbidden to listen in the socialist bloc) everyone listened it, even the official press organs and people's mind were configured to this double-hartedness: there were an official view - in which not somany people believed by the  end of the socialism (they lost their illusions in the  socialist system during its existence) - and the private world at home (for example, in the apartment/house or in the weekend house or in your car)  were you listened the Radio Free Europe's Hungarian Service which also had a programme for youngsters full with music, pop/rock-culture news from the western world. But this youngster's programme was presented by one person throughout its existence, so, not too much people were on the stage to be idolised as the famous, DR, MASTER, underground/pirate DJ. Yes, we had  famous DJs but they worked officially either in the state-owned radio while operating in nightlife legally, or worked completely in the state-controlled pop-music industry with a DJ license. This license was not a stoupid idea since these DJs had to learn how to talk nicely, grammatically properly, how to make a radio programme, how to make an enjoyable party/disco event, etc. etc. The DJ exam was also not a petty issue, but it was an entrance to this world at that time when westerners had to rely on illegal DJs on illegal radios.
So, as you see the former eastern-european communist/socialist regimes were operated not as simply as western authors described them. They were more complex than most people think.
Personally I also listened Radio Free Europe's Hungarian service but not the youngster's programme: i loved news segments - including gossipy news about politics - better than the music programmes. On the shortwaves the choice was bigger since the BBC and VOA also broadcasted interesting programmes too. For music, Radio Luxemburg served teenagers in West Hungary too. But the majority of the Hungarian population enjojed Radio Free Europe the most. Radio Moscow also broadcasted its own music programme for younger generations in Hungarian - i also enjoyed that too -, but it was not extremely popular among the general public, but it had its own fidel audience.
By the time of 1989 you could listen almost everything in the mainstream Hungarian media like Roxette (Swedish pop-mild rock band), Kilie Minogue, Bony Am,  Modern Talking (German group with its front-man Thomas Anders, managed by Dieter Bolen), or even Madonna (Material Girl, Like a Prayer), not to mention the famous Italians (Albano and Romina Power duo) and other Italian dolce vita (also known as Remo Festival-type songs) or Mike Oldfield. Ofcourse anti-communists were not available (there were a disco sinthethizer song about the 1986 Chernobil disaster as a good example of this).
But in the underground you could get them if you really-really wanted, there were illegal cassette copyers copying those songs for a fee by the late-1980s but officially the radio/television hadn't  played the anti-communists. By 1988-1989 I could obtain my favourite, a Kilie Minogue album (she is Australian and she was/is without a scandallous life) on LP completely legally in the bookshop of Szentgotthárd, a small town near to Austria for 350 HUF which was not a small money at that time, but it was cheaper than the anticommunists which weren't available in the official shop. In this landscape music-playing pirate radio stations were not really needed. Political talk was the authority of VOA, BBC, Radio Free Europe which had Hungarian programmes. Internally nobody was very brave to establish an anti-communist radio station inside the country but people were also not available to listen them since the above-mentioned ones served the needs of the general public. Everyone found what he/she wanted throughout using the radio knob in the late-1980s. Before this period it was harder and the punishments were also harsher but the music scene became vivid since the 1960s, the Beatles-age left its footprint and the socialist party (officially Hungarian People's Workers Party) decided that it is better to manage it than banning it. Their slogen was: if you cannot prevent something, you shall step onto the front and lead it! It means that if you stand into the front, you can influence the directions and you can keep things under control for a longer-time than banning everything. It is not incidental why Cuba, North Korea and China haven't followed this path, they were affraid of the demise of communism.

I hope now you see why this pirate music radio  movement had no chense here in Hungary.

By the 1990s schoolboys established private pirate stations but they were negligible and they had no other purpose than to have a fun and to try out their newly-built transmitters. The media authority punished them but not very-very harshly since these guys were(are) not very dangerous. Ofcourse their transmitters were expropriated as a punishment which was a better punishment than something else since these transmitters were built by these schoolboys with their own hands.

Today - as internet broadcasting is free - you don't need to be pirate at all but the audience is more questionable than ever. As i told years ago my friends/acquaintances (middle-class, well-paid people) aren't listening internet radio at all, maximum 1-2 on-demand programmes. They rather see a movie. The general public is similar: a good porn movie are a better magnet than an internet radio show it doesn't matter who is the DJ. And here i don't want to mention the geoblocking feature with which you can shoot into yourself if you introduce it because it will reduce the potential audience to a miniscule level.

Tibor Gaal
Budapest, Hungary
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